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December 2018 

Send off for Meg Ostrum (and the fact that we raised over $6,000 for legacy planning projects 
through our Get Ready grant program) 
  
WE GOT THE MELLON grant!!! In fact $500,000 was just transferred into our bank account last 
eve, two days earlier than expected…if you remember this is a four year planning project where 
we are looking to test the viability of creating artist responder networks around the country. With 
this grant, we'll create two artist responder networks in two yet to be determine hot spot locales 
around the country. These will be professional artists who will be embedded at another non profit 
in that community and they'll be trained to provide planning and preparedness workshops, be a 
resource and then if a disaster hits, they'll help coordinate response. Included with this grant are 
funds to work with the Non Profit Finance Fund to help us match our program goals with our 
finance and business operation. 
  
Search for a Director of Development and Communications -- four strong candidates for the 
position. Done a first round of interviews with all except one. Each quite different from the next -- 
offering something strong and compelling. Hope to have an offer by early in the new year. 
  
Other news… 
  
Annual appeal -- omg, off to an amazing start thanks to you all! Set a goal of $100,000 and already 
close to $84,000 raised!!! This includes a wonderful gift from our amazing anonymous donor in VA 
who normally give us $6,000 and this year bumped it to $20,000 (she was the one that wrote the 
$250,000 check that helped us re-open our disaster relief program over the summer) 
• Many others have also increased their giving this year 
• Strong start in online giving starting the week before Giving Tuesday, came into December 

having already received $6,573 towards the appeal already 
•  Carrie will be following up with pull updates, as well as requests for thank you calls.  

Seemingly unrelated to the annual appeal we got a gift of $50,000 from an anonymous donor and 
have no idea who that might be!!! 
  
James provided an update on Emergency Relief Assistance 
  
 Get Ready Grants 
Awarded 21 artists with grants totaling $10,267 
  
Highlights: 

• Extremely competitive, with only one in three projects funded 
• Over half of approved apps were from ceramic and metals artists who needed to make 

improvements to their ventilation systems. 
  
Sample Approved Apps: 
Ted Lott (friend of Sylvie’s!), furniture maker in Cooperstown, NY, updating all of his 
documentation, inventory, digital files, and crated work to make his work as an artist more 
streamlined and protect himself professionally should anything happen to his work or his studio. 



  
Anna Boothe, established glass artist in Zieglerville, PA, who is improving the ventilation system in 
her studio by installing a wall-mounted commercial venting hood. 
  
Sean Paul Gallegos, a Folk & Traditional artist in Albuquerque. From Sean Paul: The grant funds 
that i am applying for are to help continue the organization of my studio for mental clarity and to 
prepare for the legacy of my work. I have just had my fourth experience with cancer and have had 
HIV for almost 20 years. The legacy planning aspect of my work involves taking better photographs 
and having somewhere to store them. Both for which i need some tools to add to that which i 
have and a backup external hard drive to store them.  The organizational aspect of my request 
involves purchasing drawers for a storage system i already own. In the past i cut thin wood and 
have been using it as shelving but it would better serve my space as drawers for storage and 
organization.  
  
Update from James on Finances 
  
Puerto Rico 

• Reminder about making reservations as March is a BUSY month. Any questions or assistance 
needed, please ask! 

• Working on arrangements with the help of our friends on the ground…likely have one town hall 
style gathering including a panel of artists talking about their opps and challenges…all followed by 
a reception and then another reception honoring Zulma Santiago who's been so helpful 
connecting us with folk and trad artists 
  
Other updates??? 

 


